clinical pathologist. It is a sad reflection on general pathology that the section on the pathological morphology of the liver is the worst in the book, particularly the level of its illustrations. The sections have much overlap so others compensate by being well illustrated but still have that tendency of giving full pages to electron-microscope photographs and postages-stamp size areas to low-power microscopy. Several sections cover the problems of diagnosis of liver disease and stress the need for a full workup before attempting liver biopsy. The latter should be done to answer precise questions and only done for metabolic disease when all of the investigatory facilities are available. Each section has an extensive list of references. The index is adequate.

The book covers what the clinical pathologist needs to know today with good sections on the current evaluation of hepatic function, virus diseases, Reye's syndrome, metabolic liver disease, drug-induced damage with a table of effects of different drugs, immunological disease, Indian childhood cirrhosis, and surgical conditions of the biliary tract. It is a book that should find a place in any postgraduate centre where there is a paediatric department.

J. L. EMERY


The author of this short book, which is based on a PhD thesis, is a member of a pathology unit which has for many years been in the forefront of research on hepatitis B virus antigens in tissues. Correspondingly the book is authoritative and as up to date as can be expected; many of the references are from 1976 and 1977, and some from 1978. In addition, the book contains much unpublished data and provides a combination of literature review and a series of experiments and analyses from the author's own laboratory. The history of the virus and its antigenic components is well surveyed, and techniques for demonstration of virus components in tissues are clearly described and illustrated. Towards the end of the book the author presents his personal hypothesis on the mechanisms of liver-cell damage in acute and chronic hepatitis, with the emphasis on immune complexes involving virus core antigen in acute hepatitis, and on cell-mediated reactions and cytotoxicity related to the surface antigen in chronic active hepatitis. Much of this section is necessarily speculative and controversial. This is a well set-out, concise and readable book on a topical subject.

P. J. SCHEUER


The fifth edition of Walter and Israel is bulkier than its predecessor of five years ago, yet it contains only 20 extra pages. On first sight much is familiar, but closer examination shows that there has been detailed rewriting of many parts. New material has been added with new chapters on disorders of metabolism, disorders of nutrition, and disturbances of endocrine function, the last including a section on APUD cells. The accounts of diabetes mellitus and the glycogen-storage diseases are particularly valuable. The group of appendices to the text have been supplemented by a section on the HLA histocompatibility antigens.

The careful editing of the text has also been applied to references. These have been reduced in number and up-dated, and in some chapters they have been usefully supplemented by a few general references.

This well-tried text book may be somewhat weighty for the average undergraduate, but should be of value to the brighter ones. It is particularly useful to pathologists in training and to those further along the road when they are preparing teaching material. The new edition should enhance its reputation.

H. M. CAMERON


Pathology has been defined as 'the laboratory science dedicated to advancing understanding of the causes and nature of disease' and now includes five main branches, chemical pathology, microbiology, haematology, histopathology and immunology. It follows that ocular pathology should be a multi-disciplinary specialty in its approach to advancing understanding of diseases that affect the eye, and at the full range of all branches of pathol-ogy, including diagnostic and research aspects, should be concentrated

N. ASHTON


The stated object of this book is to provide nurses with a sound knowledge of the basic causes of disease. Just how detailed such knowledge need be is a matter of opinion but any author attempting this task should err on the side of generosity rather than frugality, depending on course on the relative importance of the particular disease.

This volume may well be too detailed and the chapter on neoplasms certainly so. Textbooks of pathology for nurses need not be as detailed as those for medical students.

While the degree of detail may be a matter for debate, clarity of concept and accuracy are certainly not. This volume contains numbers of errors which fall under these headings. It might have been better to have laid less emphasis on the details of the numerous investigations mentioned and the likely results therefore and to have paid more attention to the mechanism of the production of these pathological processes, particularly the supplying of a number of simple line diagrams where applicable.

G. B. D. SCOTT